Many challenging image processing tasks can be described by an ill-posed linear inverse problem: deblurring, deconvolution, inpainting, compressed sensing, and superresolution all lie in this framework. Traditional inverse problem solvers minimize a cost function consisting of a data-fit term, which measures how well an image matches the observations, and a regularizer, which reflects prior knowledge and promotes images with desirable properties like smoothness. Recent advances in machine learning and image processing have illustrated that it is often possible to learn a regularizer from training data that can outperform more traditional regularizers. We present an end-to-end, data-driven method of solving inverse problems inspired by the Neumann series, which we call a Neumann network. Rather than unroll an iterative optimization algorithm, we truncate a Neumann series which directly solves the linear inverse problem with a data-driven nonlinear regularizer. The Neumann network architecture outperforms traditional inverse problem solution methods, model-free deep learning approaches, and state-of-the-art unrolled iterative methods on standard datasets. Finally, when the images belong to a union of subspaces and under appropriate assumptions on the forward model, we prove there exists a Neumann network configuration that well-approximates the optimal oracle estimator for the inverse problem and demonstrate empirically that the trained Neumann network has the form predicted by theory.
a good fit to the observation y and which also conforms to this prior knowledge. In general, a regularization function r(β) measures the lack of conformity of β to this prior knowledge and β is selected so that r( β) is as small as possible while still providing a good fit to the data.
However, recent work in computer vision using deep neural networks has leveraged large collections of "training" images to yield unprecedented image recognition performance [32, 33, 38] , and an emerging body of research is exploring whether this training data can also be used to improve the quality of image reconstruction. In other words, can training data be used to learn how to regularize inverse problems? As we detail below, existing methods include using training images to learn a low-dimensional image manifold and constraining β to lie on this manifold [9] or learning a denoising autoencoder that can be treated as a regularization step (i.e., proximal operator) within an iterative reconstruction scheme [47] .
In this paper, we propose a novel neural network architecture based on the Neumann series expansion [55, 28] that we call a Neumann network, describe several of its key theoretical properties, and empirically illustrate its superior performance on a variety of reconstruction tasks. In particular,
• Neumann networks, which directly incorporate the forward operator X into the network architecture, can have dramatically lower sample complexity than model-agnostic networks that attempt to learn the entire image space. As a result, they are much more amenable to applications such as medical imaging or scientific domains where training datasets may be smaller.
• Neumann networks naturally yield a block-wise structure with skip connections [32] emanating from each block. These skip connections appear to yield a smoother optimization landscape that is easier to train than related network architectures.
• When the images of interest lie on a union of subspaces, and when the trainable nonlinear components of the network have sufficient expressiveness/capacity, there exists a Neumann network estimator that approximates the optimal oracle estimator arbitrarily well. Furthermore, after training the Neumann network on simulated data drawn from a union of subspaces, we show the learned nonlinear components in the trained Neumann network have the form predicted by theory.
• A simple preconditioning step combined with the Neumann network further improves empirical performance.
• The empirical performance of the Neumann network on superresolution, deblurring, compressed sensing, and inpainting problems exceeds that of competing methods.
Previous Work
There are several general categories of methods used to learn to solve inverse problems, which are reviewed below. Throughout, we assume we have training samples of the form (β i , y i ) for i = 1, . . . , N , where y i = Xβ i + i , X ∈ R m×p is known and the noise i is treated as unknown.
Agnostic
An agnostic learner uses the training data to learn a mapping from y to β without any knowledge of X at any point in the training or testing process [62] . The general principle is that, given enough training data, we should be able to learn everything we need to know about X to successfully estimate β. Empirically, the success of this approach appears to be highly dependent on the forward operator X. This straightforward approach has been demonstrated on superresolution [21, 39] , blind deconvolution [62] , and motion deblurring [58] , among others. In general, this approach requires large quantities of training data because it is required to not only learn the geometry of the image space containing the β's, but also aspects of X. A particularly successful approach to solving inverse problems with neural networks has been through residual learning [32] .
Decoupled
A decoupled approach operates in two stages. In the first stage, a collection of training images β i is used to learn a representation of the image space of interest. In the second stage, this learned representation is incorporated into a mapping from (y, X) to β. That is, the learning takes place in a manner that is decoupled from the inverse problem at hand. Here we present two examples of this. First, we might learn a generative model G for β's that inputs a low-dimensional vector z ∈ R d for d p and outputs β = G(z). The basic idea is that the images of interest lie on a lowdimensional submanifold that can be indexed by z. Given the learned G, we can compute β from y via z = arg min 
This approach was described in [9] with compelling empirical performance for compressed sensing. Alternatively, we might learn a denoising autoencoder that could be used as a proximal operator in an iterative reconstruction method. Specifically, imagine we had a fixed regularizer r(·) and want to set β = arg min β 1 2 y − Xβ 2 2 + r(β).
A proximal gradient algorithm [56, 48] would start with an initial estimate β (0) and step size η > 0 and then compute for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
β (k+1) = arg min
Essentially, this algorithm alternates between a (5), gradient descent step that pushes the current estimate towards a better fit to the data, and (6), a proximal operator that finds an estimate in the proximity of β (k) that is well-regularized (as measured by r(·)). This second step is often thought of as a denoising step. One approach to learning to solve inverse problems is to implicitly learn r(·) by explicitly learning a proximal operator mapping (6) in the form of a denoising autoencoder [47, 10, 31] .
The key thing to note in both of these approaches is that all training takes place independently of Xi.e., we either learn a generative model or a proximal operator using the training data, neither of which require knowledge of X. The advantage of this approach is that once training has taken place, the learned generative model or proximal operator can be used for any linear inverse problem, so we do not need to re-train a system for each new inverse problem. In other words, the learning is decoupled from solving the inverse problem.
However, the flexibility of the decoupled approach comes with a high price in terms of sample complexity. To see why, note that learning a generative model or a denoising autoencoder fundamentally amounts to estimating a probability distribution and its support over the space of images; let us denote this distribution as φ(β). Thoroughly understanding the space of images of interest is important if our learned regularizer is to be used for linear inverse problems of which we are unaware during training. However, when we know at training time what X is, then we only need to learn the conditional distribution φ(β|Xβ) or φ(β|y) [24, 6] . For example, imagine an image inpainting scenario in which we only observe a subset of pixels in the image β. Rather than learn the distribution over the space of all possible images, we only need to learn the distribution over the space of missing pixels conditioned on the observed pixels. Of course, φ(β|Xβ) can be calculated from φ(β) and X using Bayes' law, but that approach is not always the most sample-efficient.
Specifically, the latter distribution can lie in a much lower-dimensional space, making it easier to learn with a limited amount of data. For instance, suppose the distribution φ(β) ∈ B α , where B α is the space of all Besov functions in an L 2 norm space with smoothness parameterized by α [19] (larger α implies smoother functions that are easier to estimate). It is well-known how the accuracy of any estimate of φ(β) scales with the number of training samples N as a function of α. Specifically, the minimax rate is [23, 18, 37] 
Recall N is the number of training samples. Since this is the minimax rate, no estimator -regardless of whether it is based on a neural network or not -can achieve better bounds. In contrast, conditional density estimation can achieve far faster rates when the conditional density only depends on a subset of size p of the original p coordinates [24, 6] . In such settings, the rate for estimating the conditional density function is O(N − α 2α+p ), meaning that it is possible to achieve a target accuracy with much smaller N in the conditional density setting than when estimating the full density. Consider again the example of image inpainting. Here it is plausible that the distribution of the missing pixels is dependent on the p observed pixels in the immediate proximity of the missing block but independent of the p − p pixels further away. Furthermore, the conditional density can be smoother than the full density, e.g., in the space B α for some α > α, further accelerating learning rates.
The key point here is that decoupled approaches (implicitly) require learning the full density φ(β), whereas a method that incorporates X into the learning process has the potential to simply learn the conditional density φ(β|Xβ). The latter task can often be performed accurately with relatively little training data. This observation is supported by our experimental results, which illustrate that decoupled approaches generally require far more training samples than methods that incorporate knowledge of X.
Unrolled Optimization
Another approach treats a learned component of a network as the gradient of a prior over the data or a proximal operator for a regularizer [20] . Suppose the desired optimal point β satisfies
This is similar to the starting point in (4), but we proceed in a different direction. Specifically, assume r(·) is differentiable and let R(β) := ∇r(β) denote the gradient of the regularizer. Then solving (8) can be accomplished using iterative optimization; for instance, gradient descent would result in the iterates
for a step size η > 0. Imagine computing these iterates for a fixed number of iterations, which we will denote B (for Blocks, as will become clear shortly). (5) is equivalent to the output of the above network, with each block corresponding to a single iteration. The network maps a linear function of the measurements, β (0) = ηX y to a reconstruction β by successive application of an operator the form I − ηX X − ηR and addition of ηX y. Here R is a trained neural network, and the scale parameter η is also trained.
"Unrolling" an optimization method refers to taking an iterative optimization method and, instead of iterating until convergence, thinking of a series of B iterates as a single operation to be applied to an input. This idea as applied to gradient descent is represented pictorially in Figure 1 . We can now represent the gradient of the regularizer, R(·), with a trainable neural network. In contrast to the decoupled approach described above, unrolled optimization methods learn the regularizer (or its gradient) in the context of the forward model X and training observations y i by minimizing the disparity between the true β i and β(y i ), the output of the full network (see Figure 1 ). This end-to-end training sidesteps the sample complexity challenges described in Section 2.2.
The unrolled optimization approach can be applied to a variety of optimization methods beyond gradient descent. The earliest proposed unrolled inverse problem solver was [30] , in which the authors proposed unrolling the Iterative Shrinkage and Thresholding Algorithm (ISTA) [5] and the coordinate descent algorithm. More recent work has illustrated the efficacy of this approach as applied to proximal gradient descent [13, 20, 46] , alternating directions method of multipliers [57] , primal-dual methods [1] , half-quadratic splitting [64] , block coordinate descent [51, 14, 52] , and alternating minimization [3] . In proximal gradient settings, the learned neural network computes a proximal operator of the form (6) , whereas in the gradient descent network, the learned neural network computes the gradient of the regularizer at the input. In other words, different unrolled optimization methods can correspond to different roles played by the learned neural network.
While for practical reasons the number of blocks B must be kept small in end-to-end training, empirically this does not appear to be an obstacle to good performance. For example, [30] notes that end-to-end training reduces the iterations of the ISTA algorithm required to achieve a fixed error rate by a factor of 20, and [20] achieve promising performance in with B = 8 proximal gradient descent iterations.
Neumann Networks
Below, we adopt the following strategy. First, we consider the setting in which R is a linear operator and derive a simple Neumann series approximation to the optimal solution. We then consider the overall Neumann network formed if R is represented by a (potentially nonlinear) neural network. In this section, we treat a nonlinear network operation as a heuristic that we justify theoretically in Section 4. This section also describes a simple preconditioning step that can improve the accuracy of our approach and an explicit comparison between the proposed Neumann network and the unrolled gradient descent network described in Section 2.3.
Proposed Network Architecture
Our proposed network architecture is motivated by the regularized least squares optimization problem: min
where r : R p → R is a regularizer. Suppose that r(β) is differentiable. A necessary condition for β to be a (local) minimizer of (10) is
or, equivalently,
where we have set R = ∇r.
Assuming the (potentially nonlinear) operator on the left-hand side is invertible, the solution is given by
In order to approximate the inverse mapping in (13) we consider a Neumann series expansion of linear operators [55, 28] , which we now recall. Let A be any p × p matrix and let I denote the p × p identity matrix. If the Neumann series ∞ k=0 A k converges then I − A is invertible and we have
In particular, a sufficient condition for the convergence of the Neumann series is A < 1 where · is the operator norm. We will make use of an alternative form of the same identity:
which can be obtained through a change of variables. The series in (15) is guaranteed to converge if I − ηB < 1. Now, assume for the moment that R is linear and so R(β) = Rβ for some matrix R ∈ R p×p . Also assume η is chosen such that I − η(X X + R) < 1, then applying the Neumann series expansion to the inverse in (13), we have
Truncating the series in (16) to B + 1 terms, this motivates an estimator β of the form
Rather than assuming R = ∇r for some known regularizer r, we turn (17) into a trainable estimator by replacing R with a (potentially nonlinear) mapping depending on a vector of parameters θ ∈ R q to be learned from training data. In this work we assume R is a neural network, where θ is a vectorized set of weights and biases that define the network. We also treat the parameter η > 0 as trainable. The class of estimators β(y) = β(y; θ, η) specified (17) with trainable network R we call Neumann networks.
Observe that Neumann networks are motivated by an application of the Neumann series identity in the case where R is linear. However, the Neumann network estimator β(y) in (17) may not be a good solution to the optimality condition (12) for a general nonlinear R. This is because the Neumann series identity (15) only holds for linear operators. However, as we show in the next section, the Neumann network is still mathematically justified for piecewise linear choices of R under certain modeling assumptions on the data distribution. For now, we simply treat the Neumann network estimator as a heuristic motivated by case where R is linear.
To see how (17) can be formulated as a network, observe that the terms in (17) have the following recursive form: let the input to the network beβ (0) := ηX y and definẽ
for all j = 1, ..., B. Then we have Here R is a trained neural network, and the scale parameter η is also trained. Unlike other networks based on unrolling of iterative optimization algorithms, the series structure of Neumann networks lead naturally to skip connections [32] (highlighted in red) that route the output of each dashed block to directly to the output layer. Figure 2 shows a block diagram for implementing the Neumann network using the recursion (18) and the series structure (19) . Each block with a dashed boundary in Figure 2 represents an application of the operator I − ηX X − ηR. Due to the series structure, the Neumann network has several skip connections (highlighted in red) that route the output of each dashed block (i.e., theβ (j) 's) to the output layer, similar to those found in residual networks (ResNets) [32] . These ResNet-like skip connections are a distinguishing feature of Neumann networks compared to networks derived from unrolled optimization approaches, such as unrolled gradient descent (see Figure 1 ). We hypothesize these skip connections result in a smoother optimization landscape relative to other unrolling approaches, which allows for easier training via stochastic gradient descent. See Section 5.6 for empirical evidence and more discussion on this point.
Preconditioning
Efficiently finding a solution to the system (12) using an iterative method is challenging when the operator X X + R is ill-conditioned. This suggests that our Neumann network approach, which is derived from a Neumann series expansion of the system in (12), may benefit from preconditioning of the system. Here we derive a preconditioned Neumann network inspired by Tikhonov regularization.
Starting from (12) we have
which implies
Applying (X X + λI) −1 to both sides and rearranging terms gives
where we have setR = (X X + λI) −1 R. Following the same steps used to derive the Neumann network, we arrive at the modified estimator
which we call a preconditioned Neumann network. Rather than learning a mappping R we directly learn the mappingR. We also treat λ > 0 as a trainable parameter. A preconditioned Neumann network has a similar network architecture as the standard Neumann network shown in Figure 2 , except the linear unit
The preconditioned Neumann network also has a different initialization:β (0) = (X X+λI) −1 X y, which is the solution to the Tikhonov regularized least squares problem
For many inverse problems in imaging, such as deblurring, this is much more accurate approximation to the ideal solution than the matrix transpose initializationβ (0) = ηX y of the standard Neumann network. Hence, we might expect that a preconditioned Neumann network could achieve higher quality solutions with fewer blocks B. Our experiments on deblurring of natural images (see Figure 11b ) support this observation. Finally, we note that applying (X X + λI) −1 may be computationally prohibitive for certain large-scale inverse problems in imaging, such as those arising in computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. Other preconditioned Neumann networks could be derived by replacing λI in (20) with a general matrix Q such that X X + Q is more easily invertible. For simplicity, we focus on the Tikhonov-style preconditioned Neumann network in (23).
Equivalence of Unrolled Gradient Descent and Neumann Network for a Linear Learned Component
Suppose the learned component R is linear, i.e., R(β) = Rβ for some matrix R ∈ R p×p , and consider the loss function (10) . The Bth iteration β (B) of unrolled gradient descent (9) with step size η > 0 and initialization β (0) = ηX y can be expanded recursively as follows:
which is precisely the form of the Neumann network estimator (17) . Therefore, if R is linear the estimator obtained using a unrolling of gradient descent and the Neumann network estimator are the same. When R is nonlinear we no longer have this equivalence.
Theory
The Neumann network architecture proposed in the previous section is motivated by the Neumann series expansion of a (potentially nonlinear) operator R representing the gradient of a regularizer. Strictly speaking, this Neumann series expansion is valid (i.e., corresponds to the solution of the equation (12)) only if R is linear. However, restricting R to to be linear severely limits the class of regularizers that can be learned in our framework. In particular, if R is linear then the resulting learned estimator has to be linear, which is suboptimal for many data types.
In this section we show that a Neumann series approach is still mathematically justified for data belonging to a union of subspaces (UoS). Our reasons for focusing on UoS models are two-fold: First, they are a natural generalization of linear subspace models and are used widely in many signal and image reconstruction problems [25, 8, 41] . Second, we believe UoS models represent a reasonable trade-off between model complexity/expressiveness and analytic tractability.
To be precise, we consider the class of Neumann network estimators
parameterized by a (potentially nonlinear) operator R : R p → R p , step size η > 0, and number of blocks B (i.e., the number of terms in the series). We prove two main existence results: (1) we prove there exists a Neumann network estimator with a linear choice of R that recovers images belonging to one subspace with arbitrarily small reconstruction error, and (2) in the case of images belonging to a UoS, we show there exists a Neumann network estimator with a piecewise linear choice of R that gives arbitrarily small reconstruction error under mild assumptions on the subspaces and their interaction with the measurement operator. Additionally, we show these results extend to unrolled gradient descent estimators due to their equivalence with Neumann networks for linear R established in Section 3.3.
Images Belonging to a Single Subspace
Suppose the ground truth images belong to an r-dimensional subspace S ⊂ R p . Let U ∈ R p×r be a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for S. Assume m ≥ r and XU ∈ R m×r is full rank. Then given noise-free linear measurements of the form y = Xβ of any data point β = U w ∈ S we can always recover β by applying the linear estimator
since it is easy to check that β o (y) = β . In other words, there always exists a linear estimator that gives exact recovery of images belonging to the subspace from their noise-free linear measurements.
Our first result shows that there exists a linear Neumann network estimator of the form (26) (i.e., a linear choice of R in (26) ) such that for all points in the subspace the reconstruction error can be made arbitrarily small by choosing the step size η and block size B appropriately. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case of noise-free measurements and where X has orthonormal rows. Lemma 1. Let X ∈ R m×p be any measurement matrix with orthonormal rows, and let S ⊂ R p be an r-dimensional subspace with orthonormal basis U ∈ R r×p . Suppose m ≥ r and XU ∈ R m×r is full rank. Then for any η ∈ (0, 1], the B-term Neumann network estimator β with linear R(β) = Rβ where R ∈ R p×p is given by
for a constant c η,B depending only on η and B, satisfies the error bounds
for all β ∈ S.
The proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix A. The main idea behind the proof is that with this choice of R the Neumann network termsβ (j) , j = 0, 1, ..., B, simplify tõ
for some constants a j and b j that satisfy j a j ≈ 1 and j b j ≈ 1. Hence, we have β(y) = B j=0β
(j) ≈ X Xβ + (I − X X)β = β . Since the Neumann network and unrolled gradient descent estimators coincide in the case where R is linear (see Section 3.3), Lemma 1 also holds for the equivalent unrolled gradient descent network with the same choice of R, η, and B.
Images Belonging to a Union of Subspaces
Now we suppose that the images belong to a union of subspaces ∪ K k=1 S k ⊂ R p where, for simplicity, we assume each subspace S k has dimension r. For all k = 1, ..., K we let U k ∈ R p×r denote a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for S k . Again, we assume m ≥ r and XU k ∈ R m×r is full rank for every k = 1, ..., K. This assumption is met in many practical settings, including inpainting when pixels are missing uniformly at random and the subspaces are chosen at random.
Let y = Xβ be the measurements of any point β belonging to the union of subspaces. If we know β belongs to the kth subspace, i.e., β = U k w for some w ∈ R p , then similar to the single subspace case, we can apply the estimator
since it is easy to see that β = β o (y; k). We call β o (y; k) the oracle estimator, since it assumes knowledge of the subspace index k to which the image belongs. We show that, under appropriate conditions on the subspaces and the measurement operator, there is a piecewise linear choice of Neumann network estimator (i.e., an estimator of the form (26) with R piecewise linear) that recovers any image belonging to the UoS from its noise-free measurements with arbitrarily small reconstruction error. In other words, there is a Neumann network estimator that well-approximates the oracle estimator.
Specifically, we consider a piecewise linear function R * of the form
where each R k is a p × p matrix, and the regions C k are disjoint with R p = ∪ K k=1 C k . The main idea behind our analysis is this: If the ground truth point β belongs the kth subspace, we prove that the Neumann series summandsβ (0) ,β (1) , ...,β (B) all lie in the same region C k . This means that the same R k is used in computing each summand, so we can write
Choosing R k to have the same form as in the single subspace case (see Lemma 1), we then will have β = β o (y, k) ≈ β(y).
To be explicit, we specify R k and C k as follows. Similar to Lemma 1, we choose
for all k = 1, ..., K, where c η,B > 0 is a constant depending only on η and B. We also define the corresponding region C k as
where d X,k (β) := (I − XU k (XU k ) + )Xβ is the distance between the vector Xβ and the subspace span(XU k ). In other words, C k is the set of all points whose distance to the kth subspace is smaller than the distance to all other subspaces, as measured by the functions d X, for all = 1, ..., K.
We now prove this choice of R gives the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let X ∈ R m×p be any measurement matrix with orthonormal rows, and for all k = 1, ..., K let U k ∈ R p×r be an orthonormal basis for the kth subspace S k with dim span(XU k ) = r.
Then the Neumann network estimator β with step size η ∈ (0, 1) and piecewise linear R = R * as defined in (32) satisfies
for all β ∈ ∪ K k=1 S k .
The condition span(XU k ) ∩ span(XU ) = {0} for all = k, appearing in Theorem 1 is not overly restrictive. In fact, this condition holds for a generic union of r-dimensional subspaces provided m ≥ 2r, regardless of the number of subspaces in the union. This is because if span(U k ), k = 1, ..., K, are generic r-dimensional subspaces in R p , then V k = span(XU k ), k = 1, ..., K, are generic r-dimensional subspaces in R m . Since two generic subspaces are linearly independent provided the sum of their dimensions does not exceed the ambient dimension, we see that V k and V , k = collectively span a 2r-dimensional subspace, which is only possible if their intersection is trivial.
Finally, using the equivalence of Neumann networks and unrolled gradient descent networks in the case where R is linear, we show that an unrolled gradient descent network with the same piecewise linear R * satisfies the same error bounds as in Theorem 1:
Under the same assumptions as Theorem 1, the unrolled gradient descent estimator β (y) = β (B) with step size η ∈ (0, 1) and R = R * as defined in (32) satisfies
Empirical Support for Union of Subspaces Theory
Theorem 1 shows that there exists a Neumann network estimator with a certain choice of R * that well-approximates an oracle estimator for images belonging to a union of subspaces. This does not necessarily mean that a Neumann network trained on images belonging to a union of subspaces will recover the form of R * specified in Theorem 1. For one, there may be other R that yield similar training loss as R * . Alternatively, the learned component may be under-parameterized in such a way that it cannot well-approximate R * . Nevertheless, one would hope that given sufficient training data and a sufficiently expressive architecture for the learned component, it would be possible to learn R * as specified in Theorem 1. Here we verify that this is indeed the case for a Neumann network trained on images belonging to synthetic union of subspaces for a 1-D inpainting task. Specifically, we train a Neumann network on pairs (β i , y i ) N i=1 where each β i ∈ R 10 belongs one of three randomly chosen three-dimensional subspaces spanned by matrices U 1 , U 2 , U 3 ∈ R 10×3 with orthonormal columns. We generate a random training point as β i = U k i w i where we select the index k i ∈ {1, 2, 3} uniformly at random and w i ∈ R 3 is a random vector with i.i.d. N (0, 1) entries. Here we take X ∈ R 5×10 to be the first five rows of the 10 × 10 identity matrix such that y i = Xβ i is the restriction of β i to its first five coordinates. We train a 6-block (B = 6) Neumann network where the learned component R : R 10 → R 10 is a seven-layer fully-connected neural network with ReLU activations such that the five hidden layers have sizes (10, 10, 6, 10, 10). We learn a set of weights for the learned component and the Neumann network step size η by minimizing the empirical risk using SGD with ADAM acceleration and a batch size of 64, training for 100,000 epochs. When evaluated on a test set of M = 1024 points drawn at random from the union of subspaces in the same manner as the training set, the learned component achieves mean squared error 1 M M i=1 β(y i ) − β i 2 = 0.0176 with variance 0.001, indicating the trained network learned to accurately reconstruct inputs belonging to the union of subspaces. Figure 3 illustrates the output of the trained Neumann network for one specific input, including the outputs from the intermediate Neumann network termsβ (j) and the learned component outputs R(β (j) ). As predicted by Theorem 1, the Neumann network termsβ (j) have the form a j X Xβ + b j (I −X X)β for some constants a j and b j . Also, the outputs of the learned component R(β (j) ) all lie in the null space of X, i.e., are vectors supported on coordinates 6 − 10. Figure 4 displays the results of three quantitative experiments to assess whether the learned component R behaves as the piecewise linear R * predicted by Theorem 1. First, we test whether the learned R is approximately linear when restricted to inputs belonging to each subspace, i.e., we test whether R(β 1 + β 2 ) ≈ R(β 1 ) + R(β 2 ), for all β 1 , β 2 belonging to the same subspace. As baselines we compare to the case where β 1 and β 2 belong to different subspaces, and the case where β 1 and β 2 are Gaussian random vectors. In Figure 4 (a) we display a boxplot of the relative error R(β 1 + β 2 ) − R(β 1 ) − R(β 2 ) /γ of 1024 randomly generated β 1 , β 2 normalized such that β 1 = β 2 = γ for the various cases. Here we set normalization to γ = 0.25, though similar results were obtained for γ ∈ [0.1, 0.5] (not shown). As predicted, the relative error concentrates near zero in the case where β 1 , β 2 belong to the same subspace, and is otherwise large, indicating the learned R is indeed approximately piecewise linear as predicted by Theorem 1.
The R * specified in Theorem 1 acts differently on vectors in the row space of X and the nullspace of X. We perform two experiments to verify this is true of our learned R as well. First, we evaluate R on inputs of the form P X β where β belongs to one of the three subspaces where P X := X X is the projection onto the row space of X. If β belongs to one of the three subspaces we have R * (P X β ) = −c η,B P X ⊥ β , where c η,B is specified in (47) . In the present setting (B = 6 blocks, and learned η = 0.482) we have c η,B = 0.349. In Figure 4(b) , we plot the median of the relative error R(P X β ) − R * (P X β ) / β where β is normalized to different scales 10 −3 ≤ β ≤ 10. Observe that the relative error is small over a wide range of scales, even though the network was trained on inputs β with β ≈ 1, which indicates the learned R generalizes well to other scales. Next, we evaluate R on inputs of the form P X ⊥ β where P X ⊥ = I −X X denotes projection onto the nullspace of X. The predicted output in this case is R * (P X ⊥ β ) = 0. In Figure 4 (c), we plot the median of the relative error R(P X ⊥ β )−R * (P X ⊥ β )|/ β of 1024 randomly generated β normalized to various scales. In this case, we find the relative error is low over all scales, again indicating good generalization of the learned R.
Experiments
We begin this section with a comparison of Neumann networks against other methods of solving several different inverse problems with learned components. After that, we investigate the effect of larger and smaller training sets on all methods, demonstrating that the Neumann networks are robust to small training set sizes. We follow these experiments with an illustration of the effects of incorporating preconditioning into the Neumann network for deblurring, which is shown to give a gain of several dBs, permitting smaller networks and allowing for faster training and implementation. Finally, we explore the optimization landscape of Neumann networks relative to unrolled gradient descent, illustrating that Neumann networks are more robust to parameter (and hence training data) perturbations, while also achieving lower test set errors.
Datasets and Comparison Methods
In our experiments, we consider three different training sets.
• CIFAR10: The CIFAR10 dataset is a machine learning standard, consisting of real-world images of both man-made and natural scenes [36] . The overall dataset has 50,000 training color images, which are all labeled with one of 10 labels: airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and truck. Here we use a resized, full-color version of the dataset. The dataset has been resized to be 32 × 32 pixels, and we have limited the size of the training set to be a single random subset of the dataset of size 30,000.
• CelebA: We use a subset of the aligned Celebrity Faces With Attributes (CelebA) dataset [42] , where the images have been resized to be 64 × 64, and a uniformly random subset of size 30,000 has been chosen as a training set. The CelebA dataset consists of human faces at a variety of angles, and the subset that is used here has been aligned so that all faces lie in the center of the image.
• STL10: The STL10 dataset [16] is a curated subset of the ImageNet dataset, and was originally intended to be used with semisupervised learning problems. It consists of over 100,000 color images containing natural scenes belonging to 10 classes: airplane, bird, car, cat, deer, dog, horse, monkey, ship, and truck. In our experiments, we have resized all STL10 images to be 64×64 pixels, as with the CelebA dataset, and use a single uniformly at random chosen set of size 30,000 as the training set.
We use these training sets in six different inverse problems in imaging: Block inpainting, deblurring, superresolution (SR4 and SR10) with two different upsampling levels (4x and 10x across the entire image, respectively), and compressive sensing (CS2 and CS8) with two separate levels of compression (2x and 8x, respectively).
We compare Neumann networks (NN) with four methods which can be applied to solve a variety of inverse problems:
1. Gradient Descent Network (GDN). We first compare to the gradient descent network, an unrolled optimization algorithm that is trained end-to-end. While the theoretical properties GDN and NN are examined in Section 4, we hope to compare the qualitative and quantitative differences between the two architectures. For a fair comparison, we set the nonlinear learned component in the gradient descent network to be identical to the nonlinear learned component in the Neumann network. This nonlinear learned component is a 7-layer convolutional-deconvolutional architecture with a channel-wise fully connected layer.
2. The Residual Autoencoder (ResAuto). The residual autoencoder (ResAuto), first proposed in [44] , is an agnostic method. In Section 2, we discussed agnostic methods that learn a mapping from y to β, but in these experiments, we consider a variant of an agnostic learner that learns a mapping from X y to β but does not otherwise use X. We do this because all other comparison methods use X y as an input. Specifically, we construct a 12-layer convolutional-deconvolutional neural network (almost twice as many layers as the network used in the Neumann network), with a channel-wise fully connected layer at the center. If this layer is omitted, our reconstruction quality is no longer competitive.
3. Compressed Sensing using Generative Models (CSGM). CSGM [9] is a decoupled method which first trains a generative model for the data. After training the generative model, arbitrary inverse problems can be solved by finding the image in the range of the generator which is closest to the distorted image. As in the setup of [9] , in our experiments we train three DCGANs [50] , one for each dataset. Our DCGAN architecture is identical to theirs, but was trained anew because of different training set sizes.
LASSO.
Our final method does not incorporate traning data at all into the solution of the inverse problem. We use the LASSO [59] , assuming sparsity in the blockwise Discrete Cosine Transform domain on blocks of size 16 × 16 for our reconstruction. Results reported are for the best parameter values, determined by cross-validation.
Training and Implementation Details
Given training pairs {(β i , y i )} N i=1 , and assuming the learned component R inside the Neumann network depends smoothly on a set of parameters θ, i.e., R(β) = R(β; θ) and the partial derivatives ∂ θ R(β; θ) exist, we train a Neumann network β(y; θ) by minimizing the empirical risk:
In Appendix B we derive the backpropagation updates for minimizing (38) in the case where β is a Neumann network or a gradient descent network. The learned components of the Neumann and gradient descent networks have identical architectures, which is described here. Based on architectural choices in [22, 44, 35] , we used 7-layer convolutional-deconvolutional neural networks as the learned components of the Neumann and gradient descent networks presented below. We found the addition of a single channel-wise fullyconnected layer [49] greatly improved the performance of both NN and GDN.
For NN and GDN we used architectures with B = 6 blocks. The learned component was fixed per network, i.e., the learned component in the first block had identical weights to the learned component in all other blocks for a given architecture. While using a larger B is possible, we found that increasing B beyond 8 led to greatly increased sensitivity to SGD step size schedule choices. This phenomenon can be observed in Section 5.5. Anecdotally, we find that it is more difficult to choose SGD step sizes for GDN than for NN even for small B, and this difficulty became problematic for B greater than 6.
The ResAuto architecture imitates the architecture of [44] , an approach that highly resembles the U-Net [53] , but adjusted for good performance on inverse problems like superresolution, deblurring, and inpainting. Superficially, the architecture resembles an expanded version of the previously-described learned component, with 12 convolution or deconvolution layers instead of 7. The first 6 layers are convolutional, followed by a channelwise fully-connected layer and 5 convolution-transpose layers. There are residual connections between the second layer and the penultimate layer, and between the input and output layers.
Residual connections were not used in the learned component inside the Neumann network because each block of the network contains an implicit residual connection. Specifically, each block contains an operator of the form −ηX X +(I −ηR), where the R is the learned component. Aside from the scaling by −η, the second term is identical to a network with a residual connection from the input to the output. For almost identical reasons, including a residual connection in the gradient descent network learned component would be redundant as well.
Further implementation details can be found in Appendix C.
Relative Empirical Performance of Inverse Problem Solvers
In this section, a variety of methods are used to solve the previously-described inverse problems on three datasets. The methods used for comparison are intended to provide an illustration of different inverse problem solution paradigms.
A qualitative comparison on sample CIFAR-10 images for the proposed inverse problems is presented in Figure 5 , and similar qualitative comparisons for CelebA and STL10 are presented in Figure 6 . The results in terms of PSNR are described in Table 1 .
We observe that NN and GDN are competitive across all inverse problems and datasets. Re-sAuto does especially well across datasets for inpainting and superresolution as expected, while failing to produce accurate reconstructions for compressed sensing. CSGM appears to suffer because of the lack of training data. Figure 5 : Visual demonstration of inverse problem solutions on the CIFAR-10 dataset. The Network Input row represents X y, which is fed into both GDN and NN. Inpainting has a 10×10 inpainting region. Deblur has a Gaussian convolutional filter with σ = 2.5 and filter dimensions 5 × 5. CS2 has a compression ratio of 2 with a Gaussian sensing matrix, CS8 has a compression ratio of 8 also with a Gaussian sensing matrix. SR (4x) downsamples by a factor of 2 along both dimensions using a linear filter. SR (10x) downsamples by a factor of √ 10 along both dimensions and also uses a linear filter.
We observe that Neumann networks perform well across all baselines on all tested datasets. While the LASSO's performance is consistent across problems and data, we observe significant variability in the performance of the residual autoencoder. Recall the motivation for the residual autoencoder: the closer X y is to the ground truth β , the smaller the residual β − X y that the network must learn. With this in mind, it seems reasonable that the residual autoencoder should perform well on small-scale downsampling, inpainting, and deblurring, but would fail to generate high-quality reconstructions for compressed sensing or heavy downsampling where X y is likely to be a poor approximation of β . Figures 7, 8, 9 demonstrate more qualitative and quantitative detail in some examples from several different inverse problems and all three datasets. In these figures the residuals are shown for illustrative purposes: the residuals are formed by displaying the scaled pixelwise norm across color channels of the difference β − β for β the true image, and β the estimate, scaled by a factor of 6. Magnitudes are clipped to be less than or equal to 1. In all figures hereafter, the same formula is used for residuals.
Effect of Sample Size on Methods
A core hypothesis presented earlier was that incorporating information about the geometry imposed by the forward operator would have implications for the sample sizes required to achieve A coarse comparison of the presented learning-based methods at different sample sizes is provided in Figure 11a . We observe that while all methods suffer a decrease in PSNR at low sample sizes, the Neumann network has the highest-quality reconstructions at only 2,000 images, and also enjoys the largest performance increase from 2,000 to 30,000 training images. Gradient descent network performs well even at very low sample sizes, but artifacts are present in reconstructions at low sample sizes, visible in Figure 10 .
Methods that do not incorporate the forward model, like ResAuto and CSGM, appear not to perform well in the low-sample regime, as discussed in Section 2.2. While ResAuto performs competitively at 30k and 50k iterations, there is little change between image qualities produced at these sample sizes, and even a very slight decrease in performance. CSGM improves significantly with increasing samples, but does not produce high-quality reconstructions on this inverse problem. Figure 11b illustrates the effect of preconditioning on the performance of the Neumann network with different numbers of blocks B on a deblurring task. While the original Neumann network does not surpass 32 dB PSNR with 8 blocks, the preconditioned Neumann network surpasses the original with only B = 2, and continues to improve as the number of blocks increases. Example images from the 4-block case are included in 12 The forward problem in this case is Gaussian deblurring with σ = 5.0 and a blur kernel of size 5 × 5. The corresponding X is very poorly conditioned, and a λ of 0.01 is used in the preconditioning matrix (X X + λI) −1 . Depending on the structure of X and how easily (X X + λI) −1 can be computed, preconditioning can be computationally costly, but it appears to permit fewer Neumann network blocks for comparable performance. Since the primary resource bottleneck for training the Neumann network end-to-end is memory, fewer blocks permits faster training, or alternately, allows implementations to achieve higher performance than would otherwise be possible with fixed computational resources.
Effect of Preconditioning
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Optimization Landscapes
The performance of the Neumann and gradient descent networks are very similar across a range of problems and datasets, but the Neumann network architecture appears to slightly outperform the gradient descent architecture consistently.
Both proposed architectures contain connections across blocks, but differ mainly in their direction. While GDN's addition of ηX y at every stage is a forward connection, the NN approach of summing the outputs of every layer strongly resembles residual connections [32] . Recent work [40] has highlighted the role of residual connections in the optimization landscape of deep architectures, implying that residual connections "smooth" the optimization landscape. Specifically, fewer local minima tend to be present, and those minima tend to be wide, as opposed to sharp.
In Figure 13 we illustrate the optimization landscapes using the method of [40] . Suppose that the fully-trained network has a set of kernels and weights which is vectorized as θ ∈ R K . Draw two independent standard Gaussian vectors v 1 , v 2 with dimension K, and normalize in the manner described in [40] . Then find the test and training set error at the points θ + τ (iv 1 + jv 2 ) for step size τ > 0 and integers i, j. The plots above are generated for i, j ∈ {−125, ..., 125} and τ = 0.01. Figure 13 illustrates several attractive properties of the Neumann and gradient descent networks. Fortunately for both, local minima appear to be rare in the neighborhood of the trained minimum. While neither is convex, it is interesting to note that the Neumann network landscape has a much wider basin around the minimum and higher slope outside this main basin. GDN's optimization landscape appears to require a search around a low-slope landscape until finding a region of high curvature.
In addition, experimental evidence and some theory indicates that wider local minima have better generalization properties [34] . This does not indicate that one architecture should perform better than another, but if both networks achieve similar training error, we may hope wider local minima would translate to better test performance.
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper describes a novel network architecture that departs from the currently-popular unrolled optimization framework described in Section 2.3. Our approach derives from the Neumann series expansion for inverting linear operators and has several key features. First, Neumann networks naturally result in "skip connections" [32] that are absent from previously proposed network architectures. These skip connections appear to yield optimization landscapes that facilitate more efficient training.
Our theoretical analysis reveals that when the training data lie in a union of subspaces, then the optimal oracle estimator that has prior knowledge of both the subspaces in the union and Original NN GDN ResAuto Figure 9 : Inpainting reconstruction comparison on CelebA. While outside the inpainting region both gradient descent network (GDN) and Neumann network (NN) perform identically, in the inpainting region the differences are most clear in the eyes and hairline. NN generates a more realistic left eye, and generates two separated eyebrows, rather than a single linked eyebrow line. While a single eyebrow is more accurate in this case from a PSNR perspective, as it more closely resembles the hair covering that portion of the face in the original image, a split eyebrow is a more accurate model in general. Again, for ResAuto the inpainting region is much more smooth than the other two approaches.
the identity of the subspace to which true image belongs is easily represented by the proposed Neumann network architecture when ReLU or ELU [35] activations are used. Furthermore, we observe empirically on simulated union of subspaces data that the learned nonlinear components in the trained Neumann network well-approximate the specific piecewise linear map predicted by theory. We are unaware of past work on using neural networks to solve inverse problems demonstrating such properties. Third, we describe a simple preconditioning step that, when combined with the Neumann network architecture, provides an additional increase in reconstruction PSNR and can reduce the number of blocks B needed for accurate reconstruction, which in turn decreases reconstruction computational complexity when the preconditioning can be computed efficiently. As a result, using a truncated series expansion with only B blocks results in a small, bounded approximation error. Finally, we explore the proposed Neumann network's empirical performance on a variety of inverse problems relative to the performance of representative agnostic, decoupled, and unrolled optimization methods described in Section 2.
While this paper has focused on solving linear inverse problems in imaging using training data to train a neural network, more generally we can think of this paper as a case study in leveraging physical models to guide neural network architecture design. More specifically, we can think of networks such as the Neumann network as a single large neural network in which a subset of edge weights (i.e., those corresponding to the operation I − ηX X and other zero-valued "edges" that define the general architecture of Figure 2 ) are determined by the physical forward model that specifies the inverse problem at hand and are held fixed during training, while the remaining edges (i.e., those that correspond to the operation R(·)) can be learned during training. In other words, we use knowledge of the inverse problem structure to define the neural network architecture.
This perspective leads to interesting potential avenues for future work. Specifically, our proposed Neumann network is inspired by series expansions for inverting linear operators, but there are alternative methods for inverting nonlinear operators that may yield new challenges and opportunities. For instance, Adomian decompositions and polynomial expansions have been successfully used to solve differential equations with both linear and nonlinear components [27, 2] , Original and X y NN Preconditioned NN Figure 12 : A qualitative comparison of the reconstructions produced for the deblurring problem using a Neumann network with preconditioning (Preconditioned NN) and without preconditioning (NN). The forward operator is a 5 × 5 Gaussian blur with σ = 5. While both are high quality, we observe highly structured errors without preconditioning, which are most clear in the residual image. Table 1. and so designing future networks inspired by this framework could lead to new theoretical insights beyond what we present above.
In addition, the reader might note that neural networks based on the Neumann series expansion or iterative optimization methods have several repeated blocks, leading to the question of whether standard stochastic gradient descent is the most efficient training regimen. For instance, recent work on "Neural Ordinary Differential Equations" [12] has considered an ODE representation of the operation of a neural network instead of a series of discrete layers and used this perspective to devise training methods that leverage ODE solvers for more efficient training. Such techniques might be leveraged to improve training of Neumann networks.
Appendix
Proofs
For the following proofs we let P X and P X ⊥ denote the projectors onto the row space of X and the null space of X, respectively. When X has orthonormal rows, as we assume in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we have P X = X X and P X ⊥ = I − X X.
Proof of Lemma 1
We have β(y) = B j=0β (j) whereβ (0) = ηX y, y = Xβ , and
for all j = 1, ..., B, and where in the last line we used the identity I = P X + P X ⊥ . We show that R(β) = Rβ with R defined in (28) satisfies the desired error bounds. With this choice of R we have P X R = 0, and an easy induction gives
Hence, we have
Next, we show we can choose the constant c in (28) such that
Observe that R 2β(k) = 0 for all k = 0, ..., j − 1, and so from (41) we have
This gives
Letting
we obtain (44) . Therefore, altogether we have
Finally, using the fact that η B j=0 (1 − η) j = 1 − (1 − η) B+1 and y = Xβ we have
which gives the desired error bound (29).
Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1
To prove Theorem 1 we show that if β belongs to the kth subspace then R * acts acts as the linear map R k when applied to each Neumann network termβ (j) . That is, we showβ (j) ∈ C k for all j = 0, ..., B, whereβ (0) = ηX y andβ (j) = (I − ηX X − ηR * )β (j−1) for j = 1, ..., B. The desired error bounds then follow by direct application of Lemma 1. Similar to the expression (41) forβ (j) obtained in the proof of Lemma 1, an easy induction shows thatβ
Using the fact that P X R * (β) = 0 for all β ∈ R p , and y = Xβ , we have
for all j = 0, ..., B. Since the region C k is a cone, in order to proveβ (j) ∈ C k for all j = 0, ..., B it suffices to show P X β ∈ C k . This means we need to show d X,k (β ) < d X, (β ) for all = k, or equivalently,
for all = k. Since XU k (XU k ) + is projection onto span(XU k ), and Xβ ∈ span(XU k ), we have (I − XU k (XU k ) + )Xβ = 0 and so
Furthermore, since by assumption Xβ / ∈ span(XU ) for all = k, we have (I−XU k (XU k ) + )Xβ = 0, which means (I − XU (XU ) + )Xβ > 0,
proving the claim. Similarly, to prove Corollary 1 we need to show β (j) ∈ C k for all j = 0, ..., B, where β (0) = ηX y ∈ C k and β (j) = (I − ηX X − ηR)β (j−1) + β (0) . Since P X R * (β) = 0 for all β ∈ R p , an easy induction shows that
Since each β (j) is a scalar multiple of P X β , by the same argument as above we have β (j) ∈ C k for all j = 0, ..., B, which proves the claim.
Backpropagation Gradients of Neumann and Gradient Descent Networks
Let β(y; θ) be a Neumann network estimator depending on parameters θ (i.e., the parameters defining regularizer network R(β; θ)). Gradients of the empirical risk (38) have the form
where ∂ β(y i ;θ) ∂θ is the Jacobian of β with respect to θ evaluated at (y i ; θ). Dropping the dependence on y i , we write the Neumann network as a sum β(θ) = B j=0β (j) (θ) whereβ (j+1) (θ) = (I − ηX X)β (j) (θ) − ηR(β (j) (θ); θ)
withβ (0) = ηX y i and where R(θ; β) denotes the learned component depending on parameters θ evaluated at input β. Hence, we have
The zero order term vanishes because it is constant (assuming η is fixed). To compute the Jacobian of theβ (j) , j ≥ 1, we use the recursive formula (57) and the chain rule to get:
= I − ηX X − η ∂R(β (j) (θ); θ) ∂β ∂β (j) (θ) ∂θ − η ∂R(β (j) (θ); θ) ∂θ (60)
To simplify notation, define F (β) = (I − ηX T X − ηR)(β), suppressing the dependence of R on θ, and we write ∂ β F | β=β for the Jacobian of F with respect to β evaluated at β with the current value of θ. Similarly, write ∂ θ R| β=β for the Jacobian of R with respect to θ evaluated at β = β with the current value of θ. In this notation, the above becomes:
For example,
and
and so in general
Therefore,
Now we perform the same analysis for the gradient descent network. We write a B-block gradient descent network as β (θ) = β (B) (θ) where β (j+1) (θ) = (I − ηX X)β (j) (θ) − ηR(β (j) (θ); θ) + β (0)
with β (0) = ηX y i and where R(β; θ) denotes the learned component depending on parameters θ evaluated at input β. Similar to the Neumann network case, the derivatives have the recursive formula:
And so
To compare the two gradient updates, for a B = 3 block Neumann network we have
and for a B = 3 block gradient descent network we have
Implementation Details of the Learned Component of the Neumann and Gradient Descent Networks
Implementation details are described here. High-level choices are described in Section 5.2. For all networks, bias initialization was a constant at 0.001, while other weights were initialized with a truncated normal with variance 0.05 for Neumann networks and ResAuto, and 0.01 for gradient descent networks. Weight decay was not used.
The learned components of all networks used were convolutional-deconvolutional networks, similar to those used in [11, 10] . The network structures can be described by the sizes and strides of the filters used, along with the nonlinearities. The nonlinearity was chosen to be the ELU [15] .
The filters on the network used for CIFAR-10 are square with sizes 5, 3, 2, 3, 3, 5, 3 and strides 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1. The first three layers convolutional layers, and the last four are convolution transposed ("deconvolution") layers. The number of outputs of each layer are 64, 256, 256, 256, 256, 64, 3. The channelwise fully-connected layer is after the third, final convolutional layer. The filters on the network used for STL-10 and CelebA are similar to the architecture used on CIFAR-10, except for some adjustments to the number of outputs at each layer, which are 64, 256, 512, 512, 256, 64, 3.
In the Residual Autoencoder, the filters were square with sizes 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, with strides 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1 and output sizes 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 512, 512, 256, 128, 64, 3. Training was done in Tensorflow, and optimized by ADAM with a beginning step size that was tuned for each problem and decayed exponentially with a decay rate of 0.99 per 500 steps. Beginning step sizes for Neumann networks and gradient descent networks tended to be around 10 −3 , while the step size for the Residual Autoencoder was closer to 10 −1 . Anecdotally, gradient descent networks tended to be more sensitive to initialization and step size tuning.
Training was run for 50 epochs across all datasets. Batch size was 32 for the CIFAR tests, and 16 for CelebA and STL networks, due to memory constraints. All training was done on Amazon EC2 p2.xlarge instances on a single NVidia Tesla K80 GPU with 12 GB of GPU memory.
